WHO WE ARE
• Concerned Redwood City residents and neighbors who want what’s best for our community.

• United in our opposition to the Cargill and DMB plan to build on the Redwood City salt ponds, because we shouldn’t be growing our city out on the Bay.

WHY WE ARE CONCERNED
Our community cannot risk:
• Traffic gridlock
• Putting more people behind flood levees
• Uncertain water supply
• Economic harm to local businesses
• Increased costs to residents
• Loss of open space and restorable wetlands

THE FUTURE OF OUR COMMUNITY DEPENDS ON YOU
WE HAVE A CHOICE
Should we grow Redwood City downtown and along existing transit corridors or build a whole new city out on the Bay?

Cargill and DMB still want to build houses and businesses where they don’t belong—on isolated salt ponds behind flood levees and near the Port and heavy industries.

We can follow our General Plan and put housing where we can mitigate traffic and benefit local businesses, or we can let Cargill and DMB dictate where we grow.

A BAD PLACE TO BUILD
Cargill and DMB say they are coming back with a new project, but we don’t need the details to know the salt ponds are a bad place to build. They make promises and paint a rosy picture, but we’re the ones living here when they go away.

How would we deal with the massive influx of cars on Hwy. 101 when it is already at capacity?

And Cargill and DMB have yet to propose a viable and sustainable plan for water. Would their new development result in future rationing and exorbitant bills?

JOIN WITH OTHERS
Add your voice to the many communities, local unions and organizations that opposed the Saltworks Project including:

• Neighboring cities and towns like Menlo Park, Belmont, Portola Valley, Atherton and Woodside

• Teamsters, Longshoremen, Sailors, Warehouse Workers and Teachers

• Sierra Club, Audubon, Save the Bay and the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District

BE INFORMED • SPREAD THE WORD • GET INVOLVED
Help Redwood City Neighbors United defeat Cargill and DMB’s plans to build on the salt ponds:

BECOME A SUPPORTER AND CHECK FOR UPDATES:
www.rcnu.org

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK:
www.facebook.com/RedwoodCityNeighborsUnited

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER:
@RWCNeighbors